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Our Mission, Vision and Values

Our Mission

To develop the
capacity of the
early childhood
education and
care sector,
families and the
community to
support children’s
wellbeing,
learning and
development.

Our Values

Our Vision

We have a vision
of a community
where children
grow, thrive and
reach their full
potential.

INTEGRITY:
We are honest, trustworthy
and accountable. We take
responsibility for our actions.
We do the right thing each time
we face a difficult decision. We
learn from our mistakes.
RESPECT:
We treat each person as
we expect to be treated.
We value diversity. We
communicate openly, uphold
professional boundaries,
maintain relationships and
keep confidentiality. We look
after our shared resources and
property.
RECOGNITION:
We acknowledge and celebrate
the efforts and achievements of
our staff.
COLLABORATION:
We work together on common
goals and look for opportunities
to work collaboratively and in
partnership with others. We
appreciate the value of multiple
perspectives and diverse
expertise.
COMMITMENT:
We are determined and
complete what we set out
to do. We follow through on
decisions and promises - we
do what we say.
INNOVATION:
We look for the best solution.
We think outside the box
and challenge ourselves
to do things differently. We
take responsible risks and
continuously improve our
services and practices.
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About

Child Australia

Child Inclusive Learning and Development Australia (Child Australia) is
a leading not-for-profit organisation dedicated to improving outcomes
for children. We aim to achieve this through professional education, the
provision of early and middle childhood services, community and family
supports, and sector advocacy.
As an organisation at the forefront of supporting early and middle years’
development, we actively pursue opportunities to collaborate with other
agencies in the provision of early and middle childhood programs, research,
and services across Western Australia and the Northern Territory.
Our extensive on-ground presence is reflected in our diverse portfolio of
programs which span metropolitan, regional and remote locations and
include;
•

Early Learning Centres

•

Out of School Hours Care

•

Mobile Children’s Service

•

Parent Support

•

Professional Services

This broad reach has enabled us to grow into an organisation known for
leading the way in early and middle years’ development and supporting
educators and families. With humble beginnings in 1987 (known then
as the Resource Unit for Children with Special Needs or RUCSN) with
an original objective to include children with disabilities into child care
services, we have grown significantly to now offer a wide range of
programs and services to improve outcomes for all children. In November
2008, the expansion and evolution of our programs and services led to
our name change to Child Inclusive Learning and Development Australia
(Child Australia).
With a highly skilled workforce, our practice is guided by evidence based
research from contemporary early and middle childhood education and
care thinkers. By providing innovative professional development and
supports to the sector, we aim to facilitate the development of nurturing
and stimulating early and middle childhood learning environments and
support families in helping their children thrive.
Child Australia advocates for every child to have the chance to reach their
full potential, understanding the correlation between quality programs and
services and the achievement of positive long term outcomes for children,
families and the broader community.
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Chairperson’s Message

Annual Report

I have been very proud of the way
that Child Australia has continued
to deliver on its mission in 2016/17
during a period of major changes to
the sector. Child Australia’s mission
is to develop the capacity of the
education and care sector, families,
and the community to support
children’s wellbeing, learning and
development. The way we do this
is through professional education,
operating early to middle childhood
services, community and family
support as well as sector advocacy.

David Ansell

Major changes such as the
Chairperson
continued consolidation of the
sector, changes to the way that
the Government funds professional learning and support and the
announcement of the Commonwealth Government’s Jobs for Families
Package have all impacted the structure and processes of the sector.
The Board has been particularly concerned that these changes will result
in a reduction in the quality of services in the sector, particularly for those
Centres serving low socio-economic communities where income is not
as consistent and the problems of attracting quality staff are greater. We
believe Child Australia’s role in supporting sector in Western Australia
and the Northern Territory is now more important than ever – but we
have had to change, adapt, and modify our service delivery approach.
And the way our staff have done this is something to be proud of.
We now provide professional services differently. We use a fee for
service model with services funding their own professional development
and support to meet their needs; whereas previously Child Australia
received Government funding to support the whole sector. To do this,
our new Chief Executive Officer, Tina Holtom, has led staff in driving a
new business model that operates on a fee for service arrangement.
Whilst the start of this arrangement has been challenging at times, we
are now bedding down a new way of working as we move into 2018.
Most importantly, education and care services, particularly those that
have limited resources, can still access high quality support at affordable
rates. This is something we can all be immensely satisfied with: our
mission of providing high quality support to the sector is still being met.
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Chairperson’s Message
Child Australia has continued to expand its highly successful operation of education and
care services with the opening of the Larapinta Early Learning Service in Alice Springs.
This brings the number of services that we operate to seven, with five receiving the
highest quality rating of exceeding in 2016/17. Not only do these Centres provide a
quality service for the communities they serve, they also provide examples of best
practice that guides the foundations of professional learning and support we provide to
others. Importantly for our mission going forward, Child Australia has emerged as one of
the leading experts of operating services on school sites. Having a seamless transition
from early learning and care to the first year of school is critically important for children
and their families.
In March, Child Australia delivered the highly successful Conference for our colleagues
working in childhood development and learning. The conference and associated events
were attended by over 1500 delegates and featured key international and national
speakers including the acclaimed Dr Jack Shonkoff from the Harvard Center for the
Developing Child. Jack’s seminal messages of the impact of early life experiences on
the developing brain had a marked impact on policy makers and practitioners in Western
Australia.
This year saw our long-standing Chief Executive Officer Dawson Ruhl step down in March.
Dawson has made a significant contribution to Child Australia. He led the establishment
of many things that are the fabric of Child Australia today including our expansion to the
Northern Territory, operating education and care services and the peak conferences in
both Western Australia and the Northern Territory. His impact on our organisation has
been marked and we wish him well for the future. It would be remiss not to mention the
contribution of our senior leadership team members Randall Cook and Marc Spradbury
who also left us during the year. Their contribution have been noteworthy; particularly
Randall’s in establishing Child Australia’s footprint in the Northern Territory.
Finally, at its core Child Australia’s success is entirely dependent on the capability of
our staff and Board members. In every corner of our business, Child Australia has high
quality staff that embody our vision of enabling children to grow and thrive to reach their
full potential. To them I extend my thanks.
I would particularly like to thank our Chief Executive Officer Tina Holtom and the Senior
Leadership team for so competently guiding Child Australia through a period of transition
over the last 12 months. Your commitment and competence has been impressive and
greatly appreciated by the Board.
We are very much looking forward to the new year and the new challenges it will bring.

David Ansell
Chairperson
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Message from the CEO
This year has been an incredible time of reflection, review
and redesign, to ensure that Child Australia continues to
deliver the highest of quality programs and services to
children, their families and the communities that we work
in throughout Western Australia and Northern Territory.

Tina Holtom

Chief Executive Officer

In the 2016/17 financial year we experienced sustained
growth in Children’s Integrated Management Services
(CIMS), a subsidiary of Child Australia, which includes
the operation of our education and care services. After
a successful tender process, we officially opened our
7th Service, the Larapinta Early Learning Centre in April
this year, further expanding our presence in the NT. The
Centre is located on the Larapinta Primary School site in
Alice Springs and operates within the new purpose built
NT Government funded Child and Family Centre.

This reporting year also included our most successful Conference in Western Australia to date
since it was established in 2009. The 2-day conference held at Crown Perth, attracted over
1000 delegates, the largest number of registrations to date. The WA Early Childhood Learning
& Development Conference has now become the biggest event of its kind in the state.
Of greatest significance from our Conference platform was our introduction of keynote speaker
Dr Jack Shonkoff to WA and the subsequent investment in the early years by Minderoo Foundation via the development of a new partnership between the CoLab initiative and the Center
on the Developing Child at Harvard University, headed by Dr Jack Shonkoff. We were certainly
very proud to be the catalyst for this much-needed attention for children in the early years.
The sector continues to experience significant change and our focus in this reporting period
has been on building a resilient organisational culture, allowing us to adapt and evolve in the
face of an ever-changing landscape. With a dedicated focus on highlighting our core areas of
operational excellence, the senior leadership team has taken a direction of ensuring stability,
flexibility and agility. Innovative and efficient practices, coupled with a history of extensive expertise in the provision of quality services in childhood learning and development, has ensured the
organsation’s continued success.
During this period of transformation and growth, we have introduced several internal operational efficiencies that have allowed for organisational right-sizing, creating a robust and solid foundation from which to develop. We have also redesigned the organisation’s structure to include
new roles that are more aligned with our direction and scope moving forward.
In particular, is our strong focus on strategic partnerships with a new Executive Manager, Meriel
Corbett-Weir appointed in the NT to nurture and develop Child Australia’s presence within the
region. Changes have also been made across the organisation to include our focus on service
provision in areas of our own best practice, including professional learning services, school
partnerships, and service management support.
Annual Report 2017
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Message from the CEO
Child Australia continues to support various Collective Impact initiatives throughout WA and NT.
Collective Impact is an innovative service delivery approach that is a framework for organisations working collaboratively with the intention of solving complex social problems. Our ongoing involvement in collective impact initiatives assists us in our goal of improving the wellbeing
and developmental outcomes of children.
In this, our 30th year, we have reflected on the many changes that our organisation has seen
over the years. While change and transformation is inevitable, and in fact critical, there is one
key factor that has endured the test of time, and that is our purpose. In its many shapes or
versions, our focus has been, and will always be, firmly set on enriching children’s lives.
Be it from our own exemplar Centres or Programs, or the various professional services that we
provide, our mission “to develop the capacity of the early childhood education and care sector, families and the community to support children’s well-being, learning and development” is
firmly entrenched throughout the organisation, largely because it lives within the hearts of the
exceptional staff at Child Australia.
I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the entire Child Australia team who has shown
incredible resilience, tenacity and determination in a period of transformation. Our staff have
continued to deliver beyond expectations, across all levels, and together we have overcome
obstacles and achieved new heights.
I would also like to thank our funders, supporters and partners; your ongoing commitment is
invaluable and enables us to work towards our vision of communities where children grow,
thrive and reach their full potential. It is only through a dedicated collaborative approach that
we can truly make a difference in the lives of children and their families.
Finally I would like to sincerely thank our volunteer Board of Directors, an exceptionally talented group of individuals that have each provided expert support, strong governance and leadership. Your commitment to Child Australia is unwavering and I sincerely thank you for your
invaluable contribution.
I look forward to the year ahead and the privilege of working for an organisation that is deeply
committed to achieving real change for the children and their families.
Tina Holtom
CEO, Child Australia
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Our Board

Our Governing Board

David Ansell

Dr Karen Murcia

David is the Co-Director, Policy
at Colab (a partnership between
Telethon Kids Institute and the
Minderoo Foundation). Previously
David has been Acting Deputy
Director General of the Department
of Culture and the Arts, a senior
officer in the department of
the Premier and Cabinet, The
Department of Education, a
School Principal and a teacher.
His roles included the Executive
Director of the Office for Early
Childhood Development and the
Director of Participation, where he
was responsible for establishing
programs for highly at-risk young
people when the school leaving age
was raised in Western Australia.

Karen is an education professional
with over 25 years’ experience in
the field. She holds a Master degree
and a PhD in education and has
directed a range of research projects
facilitating improvement strategies
and evaluations. These projects
involved working collaboratively
with schools and teachers to
improve learning outcomes and
evaluate the processes used for
this purpose.

Chairperson

From 2001 to 2005, David was
the General Manager of The
Smith Family in Western Australia
and prior to this has worked and
studied in the United Kingdom.
With his partner Amanda he has
four children and enjoys swimming,
cycling and writing. David joined
the Board in 2014.

Vice Chairperson

Karen
was
previously
the
coordinator of the Women in
Leadership program at Murdoch
University and has presented
and published numerous papers
on education innovations both
nationally and internationally. Karen
joined the Board in 2012.
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Our Board

Partha Nag

Liz Humphry

Partha, CPA, Master of Accounting
(Curtin University) and B. Bus
(University of Notre Dame) is the
Executive Director and co-founder
of Strategic Business Alliance
(SBA), a firm offering innovative
consulting
and
outsourcing
solutions to a wide range of clients.
His previous roles include Group
CFO for a listed recruitment entity,
Divisional Commercial Manager for
a listed recruitment company and
CFO of one of Australia’s fastest
growing ports.

Liz is a Senior Associate at
Clayton Utz and practices in
commercial and corporate law,
with a particular focus on energy
and resources law, securities, and
regulation. She has acted for a
wide range of leading Australian
and international organisations
with regard to mergers and
acquisitions, business structuring,
projects and operational matters,
foreign investment and Australian
regulatory compliance issues. Liz
has also conducted comprehensive
corporate governance, compliance
and due diligence programs.

Board Member

Partha has extensive experience in
Accounting, Finance, Information
Technology, Corporate Strategy,
Governance and Risk Management.
He has forged lasting relationships
with stakeholders in his senior
executive roles, and, in the process,
enhanced organisational value.
Partha joined the Board in 2011.
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Board Member

Liz is currently an active member
of The Law Society of Western
Australia, Australian Mining and
Petroleum Law Association and
the Australian Institute of Company
Directors

Our Board

Jason Hughes

Prof. Elaine Pavlos

Jason is a partner of international
accounting firm KPMG and an
Executive Director of KPMG
Corporate Finance (Aust) Pty
Ltd. Jason has over 14 years
advisory experience providing
specialist
corporate
finance
advice, focussing on valuation
assignments, completing both
private valuations and public
expert reports to corporations
operating in a wide range of
industries.

Elaine is the Dean of School of
Nursing & Midwifery at Notre Dame
University Fremantle and has a
wealth of experience in Executive
and People Management within
the health care sector. She has a
Master Degree in Nursing and an
MBA from the University of Western
Australia.

Board Member

Jason previously had over 8 years
experience in providing corporate
recovery and assurance and
advisory services in both Perth
and Melbourne. Jason has two
school age children.

Board Member

Elaine is a graduate of the
Australian Institute of Company
Directors and is an active member
of The Executive Connection (TEC).
She has three adult children, is
a budding Masterchef, and keen
golfer. Elaine joined the Board in
2011.
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Our Board

Helen Creed
Board Member

Helen is the Executive Director
for the Community Legal Centres
Association
(WA),
and
has
previously worked in numerous roles
including the Executive Director of
Children and Family Services in the
Department for Communities, and
Policy Manager, Vulnerable People
at the WA Council of Social Service
(WACOSS).
Helen has also held many Board
positions including WA Tourism
Commission, Perth Zoo, Royal
Perth Hospital and State Theatre
Company of WA and chaired a
range of committees including the
Community Services, Health and
Education Industry Training Council
and the State Advisory Committee
on Family Friendly Initiatives (for
WA Minister for Health).
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Our Management

Our Management

Tina Holtom

Meriel Corbett-Weir

Tina has worked in various senior
positions within the Education and
Child Development sectors for more
than 20 years. Tina is a strategic
leader dedicated to innovation
and continuous improvement and
growth.

Meriel joined Child Australia in July
2017 where she is responsible
for identifying and capitalising
on opportunities to enhance and
grow the organisation footprint.
Meriel engages with multi-sectoral
stakeholders to broker partnerships
that deliver business focused high
level child centric options.

Chief Executive Officer

Prior to working for Child Australia,
Tina owned and operated her
own Early Learning Services and
consulted widely on best practice
models throughout the Education
and Care sector, Schools, and
various agencies. Tina also worked
directly with children and their
families in various therapy settings.
Her
career
background
has
also included senior business
management
roles,
teaching,
and lecturing positions. Tina has
tertiary qualifications in Business
Management, Education, and most
recently has completed a Masters
in Mental Health Science (Child
Psychology). Tina is a ferocious
advocate for the education and wellbeing of children of all ages, and
strives to nurture and support the
parent – child relationship.

Executive Manager
Strategic Relationships, NT

Her roles have consistently seen
her represent the Northern Territory
with an intimate understanding of
the cultural process, procedures
and protocols required to build
effective communication channels
that connect diverse and complex
organisations.
Her recognised strengths are based
in identifying niche opportunities,
underpinning them with hybrid
business models and aligning
strategic
partnerships
that
subscribe to a common vision but
build capacity for the future.

Tina is a Member of the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.
Annual Report 2017
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Sara Hinchley

Maria Miller

Sara has worked with Child
Australia since 2006 and her
executive role oversees the Service
Delivery and Programs activities
throughout Western Australia and
the Northern Territory. She has
extensive experience in the Early
Childhood Sector as a Qualified
Educator, Director, and National
Childcare Accreditation Council
Validator.

Maria is a highly experienced
finance manager with particular
expertise in the not-for-profit and
childcare sectors. Maria’s role
at Child Australia is to provide
financial expertise and guidance,
and is responsible for driving and
administering the finance activities
enabling the organisation to fulfill its
mission.

Executive Manager,
Service Delivery and Programs

Sara has international experience
developing and managing play
schemes and sponsored children’s
services in the United Kingdom. Her
professional interests lie in quality
care provision and pedagogical
leadership. Sara holds a Diploma
in Children’s Services, Cert IV (TAA)
and post graduate Qualifications in
Business Leadership.
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Finance Manager

Maria is a qualified accountant and
is one unit away from attaining her
CPA qualification. She is a strategic
thinker with a ‘big picture’ focus
who can question the status quo,
generate new ideas and always
strives to achieve best practice.
Maria volunteers her time and
expertise to school and community
causes, having young children
herself she is passionate to
contributing towards improving
outcomes for children.

Our Impact

Since July 2016...

**National Data from ACECQA suggests 31% of all Approved Services are at an Exceeding Rating
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Our Impact
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Professional Services

Training & Consultancy

Annual Key Achievements
Bolstered by the Long Day Care Professional Development Program
(LDCPD), our team of Professional Learning Consultants throughout WA &
NT continued to build the capacity of educators working directly with children
within services. This funding allowed a window of opportunity for the sector to
access professional development without the pressures of cost.
Our approach to support services through a project based plan found us
develop our offerings to include in house training coupled with follow-up onfloor coaching support options which have proved to be a huge success in
building skills of contact educators who are generally the first point of contact
for parents, which helps to build relationships and ensures consistency. The
majority of this work included customisation of our off-the-shelf packages
bringing local contexts to delivery and lifting the quality of practice services.
INTENSIVE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT
Recognition of our expertise in Management Services found our team regularly
serving the needs of services in the Pilbara, Kimberley and Goldfields. With
regional services struggling to remain viable in transient labour markets
we have worked tirelessly in assisting committees and owner/operators in
meeting requirements, on boarding staff and supporting teams in pedagogical
practices. This has developed further referral with developing support needs
in other remote areas of Western Australia.
Our team in the Northern Territory met the developing growth of needs of
all services, with leadership, governance and readiness for Assessment and
Rating. Our support has been highly successful with a strong repeat (80% of
clients) engagement. The local context also found an increasing need for our
support within schools with the Department of Education deeply engaged in
the early years sector.
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Professional Services
PUBLIC CALENDAR EVENTS
The Northern Territory government continued to show their support of the need for continual
professional development of our sector by providing ongoing funding and collaborating with
Child Australia to provide a comprehensive events and workshop calendar.
Partnering with the Department we have been able to complement our own offerings with
access to other sector experts to provide additional topics like;
•

Dealing with aggressive behaviour

•

Abecedarian Approach (3a) Practitioner Training

•

Understanding Behaviour in Individuals on the Autism Spectrum

•

Leadership Forums

•

Little Scientists Workshops

•

Northern Territory Early Childhood Transitioning

We look forward to ongoing collaboration with the Territory government to ensure that the
sector is offered every opportunity to develop skills and improve the outcomes of children.
ONLINE DELIVERY
The growing engagement through the year found us delivering in many unique ways. Most
successful was the growth in webinar audiences. We meet our mission of better outcomes
with webinars due to our national wide presence and low cost to market. We are attracting
regularly an average of 150 attendees during these 1 hour sessions which can be replayed
and purchased at a later date. Its success will see it as an ongoing activity in the Child
Australia calendar.
We have secured work on the East Coast through this platform for delivery via video
conferencing as well as in person via our Online Store of Professional Development leveraging
our transparent pricing strategy in the market.
Adding to this our refreshed Online Learning Centre enables the sector was able to view all
our workshop content, consultancy topics, pricing and payment all via our the new Online PD
Shop.
SHARED LEARNING
Our flexibility of facilitation found opportunities and in house training with a particular focus
on shared strategies to support educators as well as parents. We have grown our expertise
in this field with delivery on topics of biting, behaviour and cultural competence attended by
educators and families as intended by the quality framework.
EXPANSION OF CLIENT BASE
The growing demand for support with children suffering from different forms of trauma found
a return of our ongoing investment in this content, seen in a greater engagement from the
allied health sector to our events. As the demand has grown we have delivered to school
communities, parent groups and associated networks.
We are now fielding regular enquiries from schools, parent groups and allied health groups all
looking for assistance in supporting children.
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Road to Excellence Tours WA – September 2016 and March 2017
Due to increasing demand for unique professional learning opportunities we continued
to offer these events feeding the sectors continued interest to reflect upon the many
interpretations of excellence.
In September 2016 we were fortunate to visit;
•

Treasure Island Child Care Centre

•

South Lake Child Care Centre

•

Nido Early School Beeliar

•

Goodstart Early Learning Alfred Cove

With a balance between community and private operated centres, we developed the
definition of “Exceeding” through professional reflection from the wonderfully purpose built
Nido service to the long established South Lake Child Care Centre with funded renovated
playgrounds we were able to appreciate that it is beyond what we see, in practice and
approach that we see genuine quality.
Given the positive feedback from our last conference we hosted another tour as part of the
ECLD17 conference in March. With such a large demand we were able to add a lunch time
stop to our usual bus tour schedule. This provided an ideal opportunity to gather thoughts
and perspectives over a bite to eat.
This tour in March 2017 saw us visit;
•

Maragon Princeton Preschool

•

Como Children

•

Saranna Early Childhood

•

Jump Carey Early Development

The large outdoor spaces of Jump Carey Early Development greatly contrasted the more
intimate spaces of Como, Saranna and Maragon but all showcased their wonderful work,
with many children in mid activity during the day we found the overall feeling of peace,
children owning the spaces another sign of quality practices.
Annual Report 2017
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ECLD17 Conference

ECLD Conference Report
The Early Childhood Learning and Development Conference is the largest gathering in Western Australia of thought leaders, educators, researchers and other
critically important practitioners and contributors in early childhood learning and
development.
This Conference provides a great opportunity to help advance the shared work
on behalf of children during their most critical period of learning and development.
The 2017 Early Childhood Learning and Development Conference was relevant to
professionals working in the area of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early Childhood Education and Care
School Psychology
Early Childhood Development and Wellbeing
Allied Health
Policy
Research

Keynote Speakers and high calibre researchers from around the globe convened
together for this 2-day conference in order to provide early childhood professionals with the tools, resources and support they need to further develop their expertise and contribution in the lives of children.
The overall tagline was ‘Enriching Children’s Lives’ and the Conference themes
included:
•
•
•

20
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Social & Emotional Wellbeing and Development
Pedagogy & Curriculum
Family & Community Engagement

Professional Services

The principle aims of the ECLD Conference were to:
•
•
•
•
•

To provide a relevant and robust forum for the promotion, development and dissemination of
high quality multidisciplinary information into early childhood learning and development.
To facilitate cross-sectoral collaboration of early childhood professionals so that together we
apply interdisciplinary expertise and forge new solutions to complex problems.
To encourage the clear articulation and communication of the links between latest research,
best practice and policy.
To offer interaction, development and support to all interested in early childhood learning and
development.
To raise the visibility and status of early childhood professionals.

Conference Registration Statistics

Annual Report 2017
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ECLD17 Conference
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Masterclasses
Child Australia organised two Masterclasses, one pre-conference and the second
during the conference.

Master Class with Anthony Semann and Anne Stonehouse
Curriculum it’s not meant to be easy!

“This exclusive Master Class will prompt participants to think deeply about the
complexities of curriculum in good quality early childhood settings as a starting
point for making constructive changes.”

Master Class by Dr Dan Siegel
The Window of Opportunity - New Insights into Disorganised Attachment

“This engaging 3 ½ hour masterclass is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for clinicians, therapists, counsellors, educators and researchers interested in gaining an
in-depth understanding of developmental trauma in children, unresolved trauma
in adults, and affect dysregulation, by one of the world’s leading neuropsychiatrists. Dan Siegel will take participants through the latest intervention methods for
treating disassociation and the practical application for various settings.”

Strategic Partnerships

Northern Territory

Collective Impact Advisory Groups
Grow Well Live Well (Palmerston) continued to make inroads into the Palmerston
community service provision agenda and Child Australia being a major player is
well positioned to contribute towards the project goals. Particularly as the population base is growing in the Palmerston and outer Darwin areas attracting young
families seeking education and care options.
Deadly20 (Bagot Reserve) is continuing to oversee the social services agenda within
the Bagot community. This year saw the formation of the community safety program, which Bagot OSHC contributed toward and immersed into existing practices.
Connected Beginnings (Central Australia) aims to help Aboriginal and/or Torres
Strait Islander children in areas of high need be well prepared for school by supporting Indigenous pregnant women, and Indigenous children from birth to school
age. Over time it is anticipated the program will contribute to reducing the difference in school readiness and education outcomes between Indigenous and
non-Indigenous children. In Alice Springs this initiative is in its early stages of implementation and Child Australia has become involved with this project to contribute
towards greater outcomes for the children and families of Alice Springs.
The past year saw frameworks developed to bring the collective impact model to a
further level of sophistication heading into 2018 where it will be a platform to align
with the Northern Territory Government’s early childhood policy. The previous year
was also a precursor to responding to the Chief Ministers early years agenda.

GTNT
GTNT is a not for profit registered training organisation providing nationally recognised accredited training. GTNT has grown to be the largest employer of Apprentices and Trainees in the Northern Territory.
Child Australia and GTNT established a working partnership in this financial year
and this has delivered immense gains particularly in contributing towards quality
workforce development in the education and care sector.
This successful alignment has seen Child Australia deliver the Certificate III in Early
Childhood Education Services this financial year, and will see the introduction of the
Diploma delivery in early 2018.
This year has also seen a refreshed Service Level Agreement that will establish
Child Australia as their training provider of choice from 2018. The agreement also
provides for extensive growth and a diversification of training packages in the sector, which we are fortunate enough to have the intellectual capital required embodied in our professional trainers.
Annual Report 2017
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Child Australia Finance
Child Australia’s operating results over the 2016/2017 financial year showed
a consolidated deficit of $689K for 2017, (2016 surplus of $302K). Revenue
reduced from $11m to $8.6m and associated expenditure decreased from
$10.7m to $9.2m. Revenue was derived from state and federally funded
programs and fee for service programs in the early to middle childhood
sector.
Fee for service continues to show strong growth and represents 71% of
total revenue compared to 45% in 2016 as a result of initiatives to diversify
and broaden revenue streams. Overall staffing costs comprise 74% of total
expenditure and was the largest expenditure item.
Funding indexation for programs continues to be below CPI increases, placing additional pressure on program and service delivery expenditure. During
the financial year Child Australia undertook an extensive restructuring of its
centralised cost base, which is expected to result in significant cost savings
moving forward. The organisation has a continued focus on broadening its
fee for service division and non-government funding streams.
The organisation has reduced carry forward unexpended program funds to
$0.5m (2016 -$0.6m), which will be employed within the current programs.
All staff entitlements were accrued in full at year-end and program funding
received in advance held over to the new financial year.
Child Australia continues to look at broadening its revenue and asset base
in a continued climate of reduced government funding and is well positioned moving into the next financial year.

Finance 2017
Revenue
State/Government funding 29%

Interest Received 0%

Fee for Service 71%

Expenditure
Operational costs 26%

Staffing 74%
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Community, Families and Children

Bagot Community

Bagot Community OSHC NT
Child Australia is funded by the Commonwealth Department of Education to provide the Bagot Community OSHC (Bagot OSHC) service to the Bagot Community, which is home to over 400 Aboriginal people from around the Northern Territory, an iconic spot in the heart of Darwin, where traditional life meets suburbia.
Bagot OSHC continues to provide quality care for children in school age care and
also for the families and community throughout 2017. The program is now in its
6th funding cycle.
Our commitment to the employment of local community members on this project continues and now have 2 young people enrolled in their Cert 3 with Child
Australia. We also have received a great deal of employment interest from other
community members this year and have established a reputation for fair and supportive employment.
The OSHC uses 2 approaches in the delivery of our service and those are the
Play work models and a trauma informed approach. The Play work model allows
children to explore their surroundings and take charge of their space and their
interests. Staff have found that this model gives the children freedom and autonomy in their choices and a sense of control in an unpredictable environment. This
is complimented by the Trauma informed approach, which provides staff with
the knowledge and effective strategies to work with our children in a way that
supports the developmental needs of the individual and creates an environment
that is supportive and comforting. With these 2 methods and the years of work
already behind us we have built a service that the community feels connected to
and holds as an important space for them and their children.
Bagot Community OSHC prides itself on being current, culturally aware and
collaborative in all of its approaches within the community and this is reflected by
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the deep and strong relationships that exist between our staff and the community. We currently
employ 5 aboriginal staff; they make up the majority of our workforce on Bagot of which we have
a total of 8 staff across all the programs.
Bagot Community OSHC is currently undergoing a large body of work to successfully transition
to the mainstream model of OSHC in 2018 and are working with PWC [Price, Waterhouse, Cooper] to assist us in the transition process.

Indigenous Advancement Strategy (IAS)
In 2015 our tender for IAS funding was successful and we continue to deliver a suite of programs
to the community. We are currently in the Last year of delivery of this program and wait confirmation from the Department Premier and Cabinet in relation to continuation of this funding for
another 3 years.
We continue to deliver the following programs:
•
•
•
•

FFSA [Families for School Attendance]
Walking Bus
Mums and Bubs
Collective Impact

The suite of programs being delivered under the IAS aims to support and enhance the relationships of children, families, and mainstream educational institutions. This funding will come to an
end June 30 2018 and will come under review in the New Year. We hope to have the funding
continued again for another 3 years so that we can continue to improve outcomes for children
and families.
We are currently working with families to evaluate all the programs effectiveness and along with
community based surveys and conversations we are also using the Developmental evaluation
report to inform changes and continuous improvement for the community and currency of our
programs within the community.
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The FFSA continues to build its work by supporting families and children’s participation in
school attendance and family support. Since beginning our work and with the combined efforts
of our walking bus team we have contributed to a 113% increase in students attending Ludmilla primary school. With both these programs working, complimenting each other and with our
strong partnership with the school we have been able to directly and positively influence better
outcomes in school attendance. This is a marked improvement, Success and positive story for
the Bagot Community.
The Walking Bus continues to transport children to school daily and encourages timeliness for
school and also facilitates a bridge between the community and the school environment. This
program attracts between 8 and 15 children most days walking to school together with our
staff. Ludmilla primary school recently changed their operating times starting their school day at
8:00am, this has been an adjustment for the children and families but has been able to be fully
supported through the walking bus and we have been able to maintain consistent walking buss
attendance throughout the time transition.
Collective Impact has had an extremely full year. The establishment of the table of 20, coined
the Deadly 20 in 2016 has transformed our Collective Impact work. The table has assisted with
and continues to help guide and inform work we do on Bagot under the 5 conditions of Collective Impact. Working with the established table has created a group of dedicated and passionate individuals working for the betterment of the community. This support is now something
that the Bagot Community Advisory committee can utilize for advice in their continuing work
with the Communities administrator. The community itself has participated in several surveys
and engagement process for the purpose of collecting data for the goal setting and has more
information on how and why collective impact works. The Community members are also more
involved in sub groups like the safety committee and youth groups due to the work of the community back bone facilitator managing and taking carriage of ensuring community have notice
of meetings and are getting success to the minutes and information from previous meetings. We
have begun work on our first 100 day project within the community focusing a project that aims
to clean up the homes and the surrounding public spaces of the community. This also includes
ensuring that dogs are contained in their own individual yards. Within this project it is our aim to
establish working partnerships with key stakeholders within the Darwin City Council and other
lead agencies to improve services on the community. Although this is a small project it signifies
the readiness and capacity for change that exists within the community and is also a reflection
of the hard work and dedication of the Collective Impact team and stakeholders. It is an exciting
and opportunity filled time for the community.
The conclusion of the developmental evaluation through CDU has occurred this year. The final
report has been presented to Child Australia and is a formative reflection of the work we have
completed and growing within the program work. The evaluation which includes the past 2
years of work has presented the team with recommendations for future work and data collected
over the 2 previous years tying up those 2 years with direct quotes and feedback from stakeholders and community members. This evaluation report will be intrinsic in the ongoing development of all our programs.
Bagot Community remains a thriving hub of opportunity and we have had a positive and full year
in which we have seen growth and strength within the community.
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HIPPY Geraldton

HIPPY Geraldton
The Home Interaction Program for Parents and Youngsters (HIPPY) ensures
families have the resources and support required for their child to reach their full
potential in the early years for school readiness, success and beyond. HIPPY
creates a three pronged opportunity approach- to empower, engage and enrich.
The two year learning program ensures children acquire values, skills and practices enabling school readiness through hands on, everyday, everywhere learning opportunities. Whilst HIPPY improves children’s literacy, numeracy and social
skills, the parents and carers are empowered with resources, strategies and a
program of activities to be their child’s first and most powerful teacher.

“My son absolutely loves the moment we sit down and start a new HIPPY book.
He gets to help make his own decisions about how he learns and I get to watch
him go through each of the experiences.”
Blanche ML, HIPPY Parent (2017)
Higlights of our year
In 2017, HIPPY Geraldton enrolled 32 new families in addition to our existing 28
families. Our diverse families reflected the richness of the Geraldton community. Families engaged with the tutor team and each other through weekly home
visits and fortnightly group meetings. Through weekly home visits, tutors were
able to share the fun, stories, insights and observations of other parents whilst
delivering activity packs and community information. Fortnightly group meetings
enabled parents to enjoy the social opportunity of working, sharing and learning
in a group situation, with their little ones happily playing in and around the fun.
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One of our team goals this year was to enrich families by connecting with community services.
Our planning placed great emphasis toward our group meetings, carefully choosing relevant
services and presenters to meet the needs of our families. We have continued to be present in
local opportunities that create positive learning interactions between families and children such
as Children’s Week, the Midwest Early Years Networks, School orientations, GRAMS family fun
and immunisation days.

“I find I am really looking forward to have someone visit my place so I can have some adult talk
with someone the mum – and – mum relationship and encouragement is what really benefits a
mum. In the group meeting, I can not only meet you guys to cheer myself to be like you guys
but also the lectures that nurture our knowledge and feed positive energy to my heart as well.
And of course, providing the morning tea. What lovely food that comes from different people
that make us little surprise and make me always excited what we are going to have that day.
What you doing is so important and meaningful. I love it to bits.”
HIPPY Parent (2017)
This year HIPPY Australia funded two of our graduating tutors to complete external studies: a
Certificate IV in Education Support and Certificate III in Business and Administration. By supporting our tutors to do this, we were able to prepare them for the workforce post- HIPPY. This
year HIPPY Geraldton participated in a national study by Melbourne University regarding the
long term impact of the HIPPY program. We also welcomed a very favorable site assessment
from HIPPY Australia and comments notes the “Fantastic relationships and communication
between coordinator, tutors and parents. So much passion and dedication can be seen” (Elise
W, Senior Manager Programs and Performance)
The team look forward to our Age 4 families continuing on to the Age 5 program and welcoming a new cohort for more fun and learning in 2018!

“It has been a great opportunity to liaise with the HIPPY program this year and be able to provide our Food Sensations program to empower families to learn to eat and cook healthy foods
for all. The aim of our program is to provide nutrition education through resources, handouts,
activities and cooking and tasting sessions. We have been fortunate to liaise with a group like
HIPPY that already works with parents and to have children on site that can also enjoy the food
prepared and cooked. We would like to offer our program again to HIPPY in 2018. Thank you
for your collaboration.”
Catherine D, Public Health Nutritionist (2017)
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HIPPY Hedland

HIPPY Hedland
HIPPY Hedland (Home Interaction Program for Parents and Youngsters) is a voluntary home-based enrichment program that fosters a fun learning environment,
promoting a positive smooth transition to school. The two-year program is funded
by the Australian Government and delivered by local providers to capacity builds
the skills of parents and carers of children.
HIPPY facilitates the nurturing of strong relationships with families, children and
community and empowers families in their role as their child’s first educator. HIPPY focuses on the development of school readiness with an emphasis on pre-numeracy and pre-literacy experiences, concentration and listening with the intent of
improving better educational outcomes for children
The program is facilitated by the coordinator and tutors, through home visits and
group meetings, and encourages families to consider the learning environment
utilising the supplied educational tools for embracing and aiding the concept of
‘Everywhere Learning’.
This year, we have seen great strides being made in our HIPPY Hedland program.
We have developed new relationships with key stakeholders in the community in
addition to strengthening the established partnerships we already have.
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As a result of the Tutor Training fund, tutors have been able to access professional learning,
providing parents with the opportunity to engage in further study, supporting their pathway to
future employment opportunities. We have been able to support our tutors to participate in a
full calendar of learning which has included: first aid, cultural competency, and various parenting workshops.
This year we participated in site assessment which as a new site, was a significant milestone
which resulted in great feedback highlighting our accomplishments thus far, and supporting us
to understand the possibilities for growth and improvement.
One of our successes this year has been the implementation of a travelling turtle named after
the local Indigenous word for turtle, Wayarti. We have received a lot of positive feedback on
Wayarti and feel that this injects a local community flare within the program.
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Larapinta ELC

Child Australia opened Larapinta Early
Learning Centre in April 2017 with a
commitment to providing quality education and care for children aged birth
to six and their families in Alice Springs.
Our philosophy is underpinned by the
United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child and aims to include
all children in our service and make
a positive contribution to their future
success.
The curriculum developed and implemented at Larapinta Early Learning
Centre is reflective of the Early Years
Learning Framework for Australia and
aims to provide individualised learning
for all children.
Nestled at the bottom of Mount Gillen,
the environments reflect the beautiful
vista surrounding the Early Learning
Centre, featuring light and spacious
rooms and stimulating and engaging
natural outdoor environments. Our
service offers state-of-the-art facilities
and fully resourced play studios, and is
proud to provide a premium standard of
care to children aged birth to six years.
Co-located on the grounds of Larapinta Primary School, our Early Learning Centre
aims to showcase successful integrated service delivery, working in partnership with
staff at the Primary School and Child and Family Centre.
Over the past months, we have worked hard to develop and sustain partnerships
with Larapinta Preschool. This partnership is critical to ensuring children’s learning
is supported and documented, and in providing children with the best possible start
to formal schooling. As a result, we have been able to support children in a holistic
way in their transition to school.
In the coming year, we aim to grow and stabilize a qualified team of educators and
increase enrolments at the service. We will continue to initiate and develop partnerships with external agencies to support children’s wellbeing and development.
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Lockridge Campus

The Child Australia Lockridge Campus incorporates an Early Learning Centre
and an Outside School Hours Care service and currently caters for 129 families
in suburbs across the City of Swan. Our objectives identified in the 2016-2017
financial year were progressed towards as follows:
Supporting families in their parenting role
Based on the 2016 family feedback survey, the campus supported parents’ requests for information evenings presented by a range of agencies in the community. In the period January to June 2017, we hosted information evenings on Safe
Sleeping and Asthma Awareness, with families attending both. The information
evenings were held at the same time and dates as our staff meetings aiming to
bring families and educators together to form a shared understanding. We have
also increased the frequency with which we communicate information on parenting through social media, emails and printed materials in our foyer. This has
resulted in more informal requests for parenting support form our parents which is
a big win!

For the coming twelve months our goal is to continue these parent information
sessions and to increase family involvement in service operations.
A formalised transition to school process
Our formalized transition to school initiative with Lockridge Primary School commenced in 2017, continuing to strengthen ties between the two. The use of a
shared document in a common language documenting children’s prior knowledge, experiences and culture based on the five outcomes of the Early Years
Learning Framework has provided teachers with contextual information which
supports children with the best possible start to their schooling years. The Campus aims to expand this initiative with two additional school for the 2018 school
year. Despite no other schools expressing interest in the initiative, as a collective
team of professionals we have committed to providing this documentation to
schools regardless, upholding our responsibility and moral obligation to act in the
best interests of the child at all times. We hope that by sharing this information
that schools will see the benefit and be more willing to work together for the 2019
school year.
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Our goal for the next twelve months is to extend schools’ participation in the transition to school
process by welcoming a second school into an ongoing partnership.
A culture of action research throughout the campus- commencing in January 2017 with service
wide broad goals, contextualised for each of the age groups.
Action research project underway since February which will look at communication through the
arts. Senior educators met at March Leadership meeting and created a research question

“How does the set up of the environment influence how children engage with expressions
through the arts?”
“We as parents couldn’t be happier with the way our little people are cared for, loved, uplifted
and educated. They always come home happy and full of wonderful stories from their day. Your
centre is truly a delight and so are all the staff.”
OSHC parent
Growing our Campus into an exemplar service
In 2017 the Outside School Hours’ Care service underwent Assessment and Rating, with the
outcome of being rated as “Exceeding the National Quality Standard”. Both of the sites are now
rated as Exceeding the National Quality Standard.
In the past twelve months, the Campus has hosted the following stakeholders into our service:
• A group of Singaporean delegates visiting our ELC and then Lockridge Primary School as a
half day tour
• The Australian Child Care Alliance (Western Australia branch) president, Anne Chemello,
requesting a tour of Lockridge with her management team
• The Telethon Kids Institute visiting to record e-learning videos on how Lockridge has used
the AEDC data to drive service operations
• Teachers from Lockridge Primary School
• Educational Leaders, management and educators from various services across Perth

“I wanted to say thank you so much for hosting me at your beautiful centre last week. I just love
the engaging outdoors and chatting with the wonderful staff. It is so great to have such international diversity of people all come together in one place. I appreciate also the update on the early
childhood scene here. Listening to your experiences and journey, it does sound incredibly exciting to be part of a team to direct, implement and influence policies.”
Laureen Lee- Singaporean delegate
We have networked externally including attending validation and industry feedback sessions with
Registered Training Organisations, attended reference group meetings with the Education and
Care Regulatory Unit (ECRU) in light of the upcoming revised National Quality Framework, and
attended several research forums.
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In June 2017, our Campus Coordinator was awarded the title of State Rising Star from the Australian Family ECEC awards, and was invited to Sydney to participate in professional development, networking and an awards gala night. The Lockridge ELC and Director were nominated
for Early Learning Centre of the Year and Director of the year respectively.
Developing a Statement of Committment to Reconciliation
The campus commenced the development of a Statement of Committment to Reconciliation
template called Narragunnawali in November 2016 and established a working group consisting
of educators, management, local government and a local elder. The first working group meeting
was help in May 2017. In April, a reflection survey was completed to provide baseline information to track progress against. 24 actions were selected to work towards- some of the progress
achieved includes;
•
•
•
•
•

A local Noongar youth developing a “Kaya” (welcome) poster with some of our OSHC children
BBQ meet and greet held which attracted 46 members of the community on a Saturday
The development of a first draft of a Statement of Committment to Reconciliation vision.
Hosting our first and subsequently a second, Noongar students on work placements.
Planting our first native bush tucker tree in line with National Tree Day.

Our goals for the coming twelve months are to continue to work towards our identified 24 actions, and to establish and maintain a bush tucker garden for children.

“Before, it (Lockridge ELC) was a place that we came. Now- it is a place that we belong.”
Noongar Parent
Professional Growth & Support
The team at Lockridge are continually developing, with 90% of staff now holding or working
towards a Diploma of Early Childhood. In addition to this, three staff members are Early Childhood Teachers, one educator holds a Master of Arts (Education) and a second working towards
a Masters qualification. In the coming twelve months we anticipate all staff currently working
towards qualifications will have completed them. Highlights of the opportunities presented to
staff this year include;
•
•
•
•

All educators attending the ECLD17 conference in Perth
Director attending the Early Childhood Australia national conference in Darwin
Senior Educators attending Masterclass with Anthony Seamann and Anne Stonehouse
Educators attending workshops based on their individual professional development plans

As the LDCPDP program concludes Child Australia has committed to continuing to support
educators to access professional development and a professional development plan is in place
for the coming 12 months.
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Farrar ELC
Farrar Early Learning Centre is located in Palmerston, which is situated between
the outer industrial area of Darwin and the rural areas of Howard Springs. It is a
modern and multicultural city with a vibrant tropical feel and a population of approximately 27,000.
Farrar ELC is a purpose built early childhood education and care service co located with the Palmerston Super GP Clinic and caters for children 0-5 years, licensed
for 56 children with 90 children currently enrolled across the 5 days of operation.
Our service comprises of 18 staff with varying qualifications and experience. Our
strong waitlist attests to our good reputation in the community. Clients who use
our service are mostly working families with a high number of children in fulltime
care. At Farrar our families feel a sense of community and belonging and we believe the best outcomes for children can be achieved when we all work together.

Our year in review
Leadership
This year we have had a change in leadership at Farrar ELC with a new Director
appointed. The focus has been to provide effective and high quality leadership
that is inspirational, intentional, critical and strategic in supporting staff and families
to work together to achieve better outcomes for children. We have maintained a
focus on providing high quality care with a commitment to continuous improvement.
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Respectful and supportive relationships with families, children and Educators are developed to build a learning community
Over the year we have focused on building strong relationships with everyone involved in our service. Every day we
are finding new opportunities to work together, to learn from
each other and to grow together. We have developed a
variety of new ways to effectively communicate all that we
do, to keep everyone informed and actively engaged in the
decision-making process in the best interests of children.
Educators have implemented new ways to engage in twoway communication with families by building a more complete picture of children’s interests, needs, learning progress
and uniqueness. The use of weekly emails, daybooks,
learning stories, observations, learning summaries, Facebook posts and more visible programming and planning
cycles have provided more opportunities for family input and
feedback. This shared understanding of children’s learning has helped us support families in
their parenting role.
Families have input into decisions affecting their children through quality improvement plans,
questionnaires and surveys displayed in our foyer. This year our families have helped us choose
equipment and resources for the centre. So that families can be better informed and have
more input into the types of decisions we make and the reasons for these decisions we developed some centre goals to work towards. These along with educator pedagogies, our philosophy and the National Quality Framework are embedded into everything we do and displayed
throughout the centre.
Children are supported to communicate and contribute to their own learning. Art and craft displays, learning stories and Facebook posts show children actively engaged as decision makers
in their learning. Educators give priority to nurturing safe and secure relationships with children
and their warm and responsive approach helps children to make meaning from their play and
learning. As a result we have seen increased levels of wellbeing in children and dispositions for
learning grow. Their confidence and curiosity inspires us every day to extend and support their
learning. Educators recognise and respond to barriers to children’s learning and play. In response we work together with families to look for ways to promote inclusion and participation of
all children. We have noticed that family’s involvement at centre events and their trusting relationships built with educators have a positive impact on children’s sense of belonging.
Teamwork is essential at Farrar to provide continuity of care for children. Opportunities are
made available to staff to meet regularly to openly discuss issues, develop common goals, solve
problems and make joint decisions about the operations of the service that affect children, staff
and families. Educators are given programming time to examine what happens in their settings and reflect on what they might change. This year educators have had the opportunity to
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increase their skills and knowledge attending conferences, participating in professional development and enrolling in courses to gain qualifications in the Early Childhood Education and Care
sector. We currently have four educators studying Diploma level qualifications and five educators
studying Cert 3. Three educators are studying their Cert 3 through Child Australia accredited
training packages. We have also worked closely with Australian Apprenticeships NT who provide
among other things financial support to staff during their course. Staff are given time to complete
their studies at work. Potential leaders are being nurtured and a community of learners is being
developed to sustain leadership across the service and into the future. This year we celebrated
National Educator Day, it was a great opportunity for staff and families to show appreciation for
all the great work we do.
Community and Culture has been a focus at Farrar to increase children’s awareness of the world
they live in. This year we have celebrated and recognised many community and cultural events.
Some highlights include NAIDOC week where we built a campfire and cooked kangaroo stew
and damper. Children also enjoyed being involved in a Red Nose Day disco and wearing crazy socks to recognise World Down Syndrome Day. We have also enjoyed visits from Captain
Active, Hector the Safety Cat, Boof the Barra and Healthy Harold to promote health and safety
messages to children. Families are given a snapshot of their child’s learning about community
and culture with our photo displays and learning stories in the foyer. We have also hosted visits
from local politicians and educators from remote services, providing us with a good opportunity
to showcase our work at Farrar to the wider community.
Our Achievements
Over the year we have had many achievements that support children’s learning and development. The journey we have taken together and the community we have built sees Farrar in a
strong position to continue to provide a high quality service to children and families and implement plans for continuous improvement.
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Environments conducive to learning
This year we were successful in gaining a grant from the NT Long day Care Upgrade scheme
for $12,836. With the money we were able to build an indoor/outdoor free flow learning environment on our verandah. Children in studio 1 and 2 now enjoy the freedom to explore the
outdoors and risk taking play in an environment that is safe and protected from the sun.
At Farrar our outdoor environment is one of our greatest assets to children’s play and learning.
Our children at Farrar love the outdoors and it provides them with many open ended learning
opportunities. Over the year we have continually improved the outdoor environment with the
inclusion of more natural play resources and equipment. The culmination of this work was seen
at our very successful working bee where over 45 families and staff joined together to complete
5 projects. As a result we now have sandpits brimming with fresh new sand, a mud kitchen, a construction area with rocks, dirt and diggers a nature play area under the shady trees
and a thriving vegetable garden. The support from families to complete these projects was
overwhelming and really brought us together as a community. We have noticed in children an
increased sense of belonging to the environment as they help us care for the plants and vegetables.
Policy and Governance
Early in the year we received a visit from our regulatory body QECNT, to monitor the quality of
our service and the progress of our assessment and rating. We were very pleased to maintain
our exceeding rating especially in quality area 1 programming and planning.
Commitment to Sustainability
One of our centre goals is to embed sustainability into everything we do at Farrar. At the beginning of the year we conducted a sustainability audit to determine what we are doing and where
our gaps are. This year with the help of families, we decided to upgrade our plastic mealtime
tables to local recycled timber tables. We’ve also developed more inside and outside learning
environments using recycled and natural resources. Children have the opportunity to learn the
correct ways to dispose of waste with “child size” recycling bins around the centre. In the past
couple of months we have started composting our food scraps to feed our vegetable garden.
The newest member of our Farrar family is “Nugget” the turtle. The children are enjoying learning to care for Nugget, feeding him and cleaning his tank. Our goal for 2018 is to develop a
Sustainability Action Plan, consulting with families and the community.
An increase in parental involvement regarding decisions affecting their children
Our biggest achievement at Farrar is the strong and trusting relationships we have developed
with our families. In turn, their participation in the service has steadily increased throughout the
year. The working bee was an example of the high level of family involvement at Farrar. Children have benefited greatly from the genuine partnerships we have formed.
So that we can support families in their parenting role we held our first parent information session on sleep. The information shared was useful to families and to us as an educator team as
we look at developing a sleep policy. Families are requesting more information sessions and we
have given them the opportunity to suggest topics relevant to their needs.
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Nightcliff ELC

Nightcliff Community ELC is a 49 place Education and Care Service located in the
Darwin beachside suburb of Nightcliff. Our service supports approx. 58 families in
the local community, which are made up of working families who live mainly within
the local school catchment area.
Our biggest room for growth in 2017 is our Nursery play studio catering for children from birth and 2 years old. Our waitlist for the Nursery in 2017 is currently
capped until 2018 this has not occurred in previous years.
This year we received an Exceeding Rating in all seven quality areas following
our participating in an assessment and rating visit. This was the best outcome
achieved by our team.
Our partnership model with Nightcliff Primary School continues to strengthen.
Most notable this year has been the feedback received from the teaching staff at
Nightcliff PS commenting on the children that attended our ELC prior to their formal year of education being self-confidence, happier and resilient young learners.
Our connections with families are honoured and we understand the importance of
community
Throughout 2017 Nightcliff Community Early Learning Centre has continued to
be a positive and influential service leader within our community. We continue to
aim to be part of the broader community, and encourage and support community
involvement within the centre. Examples have been educators planning regular
community outings for the children including walks throughout the primary school
we visit our OSHC service, local parks, the beach, local shops and focal points like
the mango tree across the road from centre.
Being visible within our community supports our feeling of belonging. We invite our
families to participate in the centre regularly with a particular focus on their engagement in their child’s learning development. Our partnerships with families and
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our connections with them is what forms the basis of our curriculum. Over the last 12 months
implementation of our new curriculum framework has influenced the way we perceive our connections with families and how we honour their cultures, traditions, and actively implement their
input. This year we introduced inviting families to join our professional development workshops.
Our sustainable staffing model continues to be a valuable strategy across service delivery.
We continue to be a place of interest for visitors to the Top End community who visit us as a
place to see while in Darwin or more frequently at a local level. This has increasingly included
people from interstate government department policy makers and also Members of Parliament
at a local and federal level. We have often received opportunities to provide input and thought
on ECEC policy’s and we feel honoured that we have been given such opportunity’s to share
our learnings and successors that hopefully may benefit the broader ECEC sector.
We hosted a visit from the ACECQA CEO Gabrielle Sinclair which was a highlight for us, as was
her reference to us in the ACECQA Issue #4 Newsletter which is distributed nationally following
her visist.
Our educators are caring and innovative
Over the last 12 months our educator team has been more stable than ever. Once again this
comes down to our sustainable staffing model and being able to offer a professional working
environment, and having an employer who pays educators as professionals.
Professional growth and support continues to be of benefit for our team, with the following professional development opportunities provided over the last 12 months including;
• Our Certificate III trainee completing her trainee-ship
• All of our Certificate III educators are currently studying their Diploma in ECEC
• Our Early Childhood Teacher completing her Bachelor in Teaching & Learning – Early Childhood
• Professional Development workshops including facilitated Child Australia workshops, and
in-service professional development including; First Aid, Anaphylaxis & Asthma Training
and Fire Safety Awareness, Mandatory Reporting, Protective Behaviours, Respectful Toileting, The Impact of Trauma, Rough & Risky Play, Responsive Education & Care, Curriculum
Planning, Critical Reflection, The Planning Cycle, Safe Sleeping (SIDS for Kids), The Planning Cycle, Cultural Awareness, Educational Leader Bus tour, the Little People, Big Dreams
conference.
We also network with other ECEC services across Darwin. We invited other services to visit and
learn with us, for example we contacted other Exceeding services across Darwin to go and see
what exceeding looks like in different contexts, and in turn hosted their services at Nightcliff.
This year Nightcliff ELC is a finalist in the NT Education & Care Awards for the following categories:
Outstanding Educator – Emily Sharp and Zoey Smith
Emerging Educator – Gabby Hahn
Outstanding Achievement in Innovative Practice – Nightcliff Community ELC
Our Innovation award is based on our Innovation of Respect, its importance and what that honestly looks like in everyday practice, and the impact that has had on our team, children, families
and the community.
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Our environments are purposeful places of exploration and discovery. Our service is a place of
belonging, learning, and play
Our learning environments continue to be a strength that reflect our community at Nightcliff. Our
focus on natural products, recycled and reused materials is what makes our places creative
and innovative. We allocate our resource budget wisely and with intent purchases are based on
ethically sourced pieces of quality. We continue to focus on our outdoor play spaces, recognising the shared importance of planning all our environments are purposeful places of learning, no
matter the age or development of the children who access it. This year we were successful in
receiving a NT Long Day Care Upgrade Grant which enabled us to remove the outdated rubber
softfall in the 0-3’s outdoor play space, replacing natural grass, including a grassy hill and native
plants which all tie in with our service philosophy and sustainability plan. Our “Backyard” is the
focal point for our service and is a great central location that people walk into first when they arrive at the service. This space is designed with the intent of being a native park-land place where
children and families can come together each afternoon to simply ‘be’. We want our service to
be generational- we want our spaces and objects to be remembered as the years go on. We
already have children who have gone to primary school who have new baby siblings attend and
we hear them saying “I remember when I was here….
Our curriculum is intentional, holistic and responsive. We provide respectful, age appropriate
learning and care for your child. Our learning is visible
Our curriculum framework ensured all educators practice honesty and are all contribute to the
planning cycle. Our team is diverse in their knowledge and experience and our framework allows
equity and focuses on peoples strengths. Our planning cycle commences with family and child
communication and our partnerships with parents are at the core. We are able to focus on education AND care. In this way we can also capture the children’s voice, and considering our respectful and responsive infant principles we can demonstrate with pride that even our youngest
children’s voices are considered.
We respect the land that we are part of
Our Sustainable journey has taken us to planning our own Statement of Committment to Reconciliation, which is centred around our first focus area, Respect with the intention of providing
opportunities for the staff team to develop a deeper understanding and respect for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples, their traditions and their connection to country. We provide
opportunities to share these learnings with the children and families of our service.
A recent educational focus was how we could learn more and embed Aboriginal & Torres Strait
Islander perspectives into every day practice. That was a very successful focus which enabled us
as a team to have many documented conversations about ATSI cultures and traditions and what
that actually means for children and families at our service.
Our outdoor play spaces are surrounded with native trees, grasses and bushes and our green
spaces have multiplied over the past 12 months. The children take pride in maintaining their gardens and plants and the creatures that we share our space with, lizards, birds, butterflies and our
bush chooks.
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Nightcliff OSHC

Nightcliff OSHC is a 70 place OSHC program catering for families attending
Nightcliff Primary School, with children from local schools joining our vacation
care program in the school holidays. Our OSHC believes in enabling children to
think of OSHC as an extension to family and feeling welcome and comfortable in
their environment. The team do this by supporting and extending children’s ideas
and to providing children with the autonomy to take ownership of their spaces.
Our goals for the financial year end 2017 were the following:
• Continue to strengthen partnerships with our families and their involvement in our program
• Attracting and retaining high quality sta
• To continue working towards a culture of continuous improvement
The Nightcliff OSHC has had a successful year, and we are proud of our
achievements. Some key highlights include;
Our high quality team of educators supporting children’s learning and development
The recruitment and selection of high quality educators has resulted in the development of a stable and experienced team. Our staff contribute to the quality and
success of our program. Our implemented staffing practices have demonstrated a positive impact on children and family engagement, program delivery and
staff wellbeing. We have seen a decrease in staff turnover this year which we
are proud of. One of the highlights of the year has been Stacy Williamson, our
OSHC educator being awarded the “Emerging Educator” award at the Northern
Territory Early Childhood Education and Care Awards.
Increased family and child partnerships participation in our program
Nighcliff OSHC respects the family as the first teachers of our children we educate and care for- after all, no one knows the children better than their families.
It is important to us that families are confident in our abilities and we encourage
input and feedback that we use to plan and deliver our curriculum. By placing
the children at the heart of everything that we do, we have been able to change
our approach to programming and planning our program which has resulted in
increased engagement in family enrolment numbers and utilisation.
Working towards a culture of continuous improvement
Our OSHC was rated as “Working Towards” overall, however we were pleased
to receive an “Exceeding” rating in 3 out of 7 quality areas, and “Meeting” in two
quality areas. Our team has used this report as a starting point on our journey
of continuous improvement which has provided us with guidance as to what we
are doing really well, and what we can look to improve. Feedback from families,
visitors and the school community has noted the significant changes we have
implemented over the past twelve months, and our strong and stable utilisation
reflects this.
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West Pilbara MCS

West Pilbara Mobile Children’s Services [WPMCS]
Funded through the Department of Education, the West Pilbara Mobile Children’s
service offers quality education and care programs to remote indigenous communities, supporting families and children to feel a sense of belonging within their
community. Our programs are influenced by the Early Years Learning Framework
and reflect the individual context and culture of each community in which we work,
providing opportunities for socialisation and the formation of friendships.
WPMCS is proud of the experienced and qualified team that supports remote
communities to access to quality education programs prior to formal school. Our
Program Supervisor has over 13 years’ experience in Children’s Services who holds
an Advanced Diploma of Children’s Services. Our Assistant Educator has over 5
years of industry experience and holds a Certificate 3 in Children’s Services. The
team travel to remote communities on a weekly basis, providing opportunities for
children’s learning through intentional play experiences. Working in partnership with
the community school teaching staff, experiences are personalised to each child,
aiming to facilitate a smooth transition to school for all children.
WPMCS regularly engages with local networks and stakeholders to ensure Indigenous communities with increased needs are supported. This year, one of our key
achievements has been the partnership formed with officers from South Hedland
Police, which has enabled the development of a support program offered to community families accessing town based services. We are currently exploring and
reviewing our service delivery model for the next year to enable a broader scope in
supporting more communities in accessing the WPMCS.
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Palmerston

August 31st 2016 saw Palmerston Child and Family Early Learning Centre celebrate its first birthday. This was a large community event that was attended by
approximately 200 – 300 people. Many community organizations were present
and it also saw the unveiling of our logo and a plaque acknowledging the traditional land owners.
This year, our second birthday was focused more around reflection and acknowledging how far we have come, as well as numerous changes that have
occurred which have only enhanced the way the centre is operating.
We continue to strive for quality
As a centre, we have looked at what it means to be a quality service, this has
led to professional discussions within the team and seen the implementation
of Primary Care-giving for our younger age groups, as well as a change in our
philosophy, program and planning as we look at having a more contextualised
approach that our families can be a part of.
Changes in environments leading to stronger outcomes for children
As a team we reflected on the use of our shared spaces in play studio one and
two, we looked at the rights of the child and reflected honestly if their rights
were actually being acknowledged within this space. As a result of this reflection
the staff team decided to create 1 large open and accessible indoor learning
environment. This has led to stronger relationships between children and educators and has created a calmer environment.
NAIDOC celebration – cultural / community connection
This year, we participated as an entire centre hosting an event during NAIDOC
week. This was attended by approximately 50 adults and 100 children.
This showcased the centre beautifully and bought enrolments in for both the
Early Learning Centre and CFC.
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Success in the Young Mothers are Strong Mothers program
2016 saw the success of the first YMSM pilot. The early learning centre is a key component of
the program providing quality early learning and care places for the children; and reducing the
barriers to families accessing quality services.
Eleven mothers graduated this year with a Certificate II in Community Services and five attended
the formal graduation ceremony at Bachelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education.
This year we have ten young mums participating in the program with over half of their children
enrolled into our ELC.
A commitment to ongoing sustainability
Our chickens have hatched and grown throughout the year, they have now begun to lay eggs
which the children are using in their weekly cooking experiences, along with vegetables grown
from our garden beds.
Our families have been instrumental in our collection of recycled goods for our box construction
and other uses within the centre, namely recycled plant holders which add to the aesthetics of
our centre,
Parental involvement regarding Palmerston Child and Family Early Learning Centre
Our centre continues to pride itself on the relationships with have with our families. They are
involved in the decision making processes and we take on their feedback to ensure that they feel
happy when leaving their children in our care.
They continue to support our centre events and initiatives, and we look forward to expanding on
this further within the next year.
2018 Palmerston goals
Creating a Preschool program
In 2018, Palmerston are aiming to create their own Preschool program to support our children
aged between four and five to further develop their skills needed for when they attend transition.
Creating a Bush Kinder program
Thinking of our children’s day and looking at ways in which we can enhance their learning, we
are going to look at the formation of a Bush Kinder program, to encourage the children’s natural
curiosity and to provide time and space for them to connect with nature on a deeper level.
Market Mondays
We are focused on our sustainability practices and exploring opportunities to encourage involvement for our families and the broader community. We plan to develop Market Monday where we
will use our home grown produce to make food for our families to be purchased with the proceeds going to a local charity.
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Child Australia would like to acknowledge all the
organisations and individuals who have assisted us
over the course of the year.
Your support is invaluable and enables us to work
towards our vision of a community where children
grow, thrive and reach their full potential.

Contact Details

1300 66 11 64
WA Office

support@childaustralia.org.au
NT Office

darwin@childaustralia.org.au
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